
Wide-Reaching ReWaRds 
Digital Rewards make it easy to deliver real-world 
products in a digital form. With our easy-to-implement 
platform, a brand can offer a full range of physical and 
digital items that people love and regularly use — like 
Music Downloads, Movie Tickets, Digital Movie Rentals, 
Magazine Subscriptions and beyond. 

Unlimited selection 

No matter the reward offered or the method of its 
delivery, Digital Rewards are always redeemed via the 
accompanying redemption site. This makes it easy for 
recipients to choose the exact reward that best suits 
their tastes. The flexibility of Digital Rewards provides 
unlimited selection, instant gratification and the right 
offer at the right time, every time.

PRogRam sPecs

•	 A secure redemption site
•	 Your logo and branded elements on redemption site
•	 Custom URL with your brand or promotion name
•	 Unique access code validation
•	 Optional data capture
•	 Virtual mock ups of your art prior to development
•	 Testing period prior to launch
•	 10 business days development timeline.
•	 Rewards are delivered instantly

What Is a BRANDED REDEmptioN SitE?

Experience the sample site for yourself. Please go to www.prizelabs.com/samplesite 
and enter GN5SJGRWSH4N. Test drive and let us know what you think.

Site is not active and will not provide an actual reward. 
If you’d like a sample code, please let us know. 

The Digital Rewards’ platform can fit into virtually any promotion and offers a wide range of branding options, from basic messaging to fully 
skinned sites. To learn more about redemption site capability, contact your Account Manager. 

exPand the BRand 
In a connected world, branded user experience is everything. By carrying branding throughout the redemption process, companies 
can easily implement cross-channel touch points and layered campaigns. 

From simple messaging to fully skinned sites, accompanying web pages can be tailored and adapted to meet a brand’s exact needs. 
These sites can be viewable and optimized for all devices from mobile phones to tablets and computers.



additional branding OptiOns 
From simple messaging to fully skinned sites, accompanying web pages can be tailored and adapted to meet a brand’s exact 
needs.  By carrying branding throughout the redemption process, you can easily implement cross-channel touch points and 
layered campaigns.  
 
These sites can be viewable and optimized for all devices including mobile phones and tablets.

take it even Further with a branded landing page
A landing page is the site recipients will visit before accessing the redemption page. These pages can be used to display key messaging 
or to ask users to supply some additional information. These options can be paired with our Basic or Full Branding options.

resource center 
In addition to our team, feel free to take advantage of the other tools available in the Resources section of our website.  Here you will find 
downloadable information on all of our Digital Rewards. You can review or download design templates, flyers, and presentations of any product. 
Additional assets include informative samples of how Digital Rewards have worked for a number of companies and industries.

basic branding | $400 (f)
Each of our platforms has a unique look and feel, which gives 
those redeeming a more themed and fun user experience. This 
option maintains the distinctive platform appearance while 
incorporating the brand’s identity. It includes a custom footer 
in a brand’s color as well as the logo. It can also include a brand 
message of up to 75 characters.

Full branding | $650 (f)
This option allows a brand to add its own colors and style to our 
current platform template. We’ll replace our stock design with 
a background design supplied by the brand. This option also 
includes a custom footer. This footer can include a brand’s logo  
as well as a branded message of up to 75 characters.

simple landing page | $400 (f)
Simple landing pages are great for presenting users with a 
message or additional branding prior to their redemption 
experience.

survey landing page | $650 (f)
A survey landing page is a great way to gather current 
information on customer trends and tastes and to aid in 
building marketing lists.


